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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Fifth Day: Friday, December 8, 2017 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 41-13-9-7—32%W, 71%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#9)ALASKAN PRINCE: Hails from a sharp outfit off claim; comes in fresh   
(#8)SWAGGER: Was game stepping up in class at GPW; in fine fettle, handy 
(#5)SINGANOTHERSONG: Good third v. $25K starter foes off shelf; tighter 
(#7)IGO FORGREATNESS: At his best on “firm” ground, steps up in class 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-8-5-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)AL KHOR: Had to have needed last off lengthy hiatus; drops for TAP   
(#3)THREE STAR STONE: 1-turn mile in his wheelhouse; fresh for Walder 
(#5)COLONEL SWINSON: Kentucky invader loves Hallandale; 20-1 on M.L. 
(#6)DANCE AROUND: Placed in 4-of-5 lifetime starts; “fast” strip x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-5-6 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)ROYAL MILE: Exits the conditioned ranks but takes a 2-pronged drop  
(#1)SCAM: Placed in 13-of-17 at GP; outfit sports gaudy win clip off claim 
(#8)FRANCESCO APPEAL: Has never been in this cheap; won 3-of-5 at GP 
(#6)CHOVANES: Blinkers helped in last two; steps up in class for new barn 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-8-6 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)TITOCHIP: Debut run is better than it first looks on paper; on the drop   
(#4)MUSICAL HEART: Prominent early with first blinkers; dictates pace? 
(#1)AGUJERO: Like the cutback to a 1-turn trip; love the turf-to-dirt play 
(#5)XIROMA: Union Rags colt should love the extra quarter-mile—upside 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-1-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#6)BAKELITE: Toss N.J. effort in slop; gets “firm” turf today, first Lasix   
(#7)NEW ATLAS: Drops in for a tag for Casse; tighter this time around 
(#11)VINCERO: Rallied on debut at GPW; gets extra sixteenth to work with 
(#3)THE MOMENT IS NOW: Seems to be better around 2-turns; gets Lasix 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-11-3 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#9)CRACKIN JON: Drops in class & fires fresh; great post draw—overlay   
(#1)GRAND NENE: Like the cutback to a six-panel trip; back in for a tag 
(#7)GENTRIFY: Got deserved time off; placed in 2-of-3 starts at Gulfstream 
(#5)VISIONARY RULER: At best in dirt sprints; returns fresh for Navarro 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-1-7-5 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#6)RORAIMA: Eye-catching win over two next-out winners last time   
(#8)LUCKY BELLA: Barn capable off claim; tighter this time, 10-1 on M.L. 
(#2)GLORIOUS MOMENT: All 8F wins have been around 2-turns; overbet? 
(#10)STARSHIP HOSTILITY: Turf-to-dirt angle suits; GP record a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-2-10 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#10)SOLID: Bred to relish the 2-turn stretch out; “bullet” in the holster   
(#5)FAST BOAT: Game from 12-hole on debut; two-turn trip is on point 
(#2)NEPTHENE: He’ll be prominent early; jock is an adept judge of pace 
(#6)LITTLE TOE: Hooked, stayed on in 2-turn debut; improvement in cards 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-5-2-6 
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RACE NINE 
(#1)PRUDHOE BAY: Won last two vs. restricted company for fun; 20-1 M.L.   
(#4)BOLD ENVOY: Done little wrong so far; barn has three-bagger on card 
(#9)BABA TOBI: Big improvement with hood; broke maiden on “fast” going 
(#8)CLASSIC COTTON: Gets blinks, ultimate equip change; capable off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-9-8 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#4)BOSSYATTA: Retained sharp form while stepping up; back in for $16K   
(#3)UNDERTHERAIN: Toss last start in the mud; improves second off shelf 
(#7)FURIOSA: Like the cutback to 7.5F; on the drop for the Cibelli Barn 
(#10)DREAMING OF ACA: Placed in 7-of-12 starts in ‘17; steps up in class 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-7-10 
 
 
 
  


